


why?

The HybridBox is an innovative system of dedicated packaging, based in a container with collapsible walls and 
dedicated interior systems that are automatically folded and collected while closing the container.

After many years as a supplier of injected parts for automotive sector, the Hybridbox is the result of the search for the 
best packaging to avoid the waste on non-returnable items (cardboard, plastic films, foams ...), improve part quality, 
reduce handling time and to improve the operator ergonomics.



specs
Measuraments Unfolded

Folded
Internal

Weight

Statics
Stacked

Stacked height
folded Ratio

Mega Truck           full
empty

Standard  Truck           full
empty

1200 x 1000 x 975 mm
1200 x 1000 x 380 mm
1120 x 920 x 756 mm

37 Kg

300 Kg
1500 Kg

350 mm
2,7

78 
208

52
182

1200 x 1000 x 975 mm
1200 x 1000 x 287 mm
1120 x 920 x 756 mm

33 Kg

300 Kg
1500 Kg

257 mm
3,8

78
286

52
260

Loads

DEDICATED STANDARD

Transport



specs
Lid locks

Lid handles

Sleeve automatic retention system

RFID capable

Lid hooks

Dedicated



advantages 

The faster!   With just a movement the entire container can be folded or unfolded with their interiors inside.

15 seconds



advantages 

light  Its lightness improves notably the handling and reduce the trans-
port cost and the CO2 emissions.
  
ergonomic  Each part of the container is studied to facilitate the 
operator’s work. The biggest novelty is the auto/lock system to secure 
the sleeve to the base without having to bend over to operate it.



advantages 

dedicated   The HybridBox system can incorporate reusable packaging and 
protection, specifically designed for each part. This avoids the ongoing expense 
of disposable packaging elements as cardboard, foams, plastic sheets, etc.
  
Customizable   printings | color | height | interiors....standard/dedicated...



advantages 

A world of solutions   textile bags, shelves, pigeon holes, front or side doors, ...



 With the FLC (Folded large Container) the most often used in the automotive sector. 
In the same way it’s able to be compatible with others.

advantages 



advantages 

dustproof  The smooth and closed surfaces of the con-
tainer prevent the accumulation of dirt and prevent 
dust or water inside, thereby protecting the goods.



advantages 

traceable  The HybridBox is designed to work properly with traceability systems through radio frequency (RFID). 



advantages 

recyclable  Hybridbox components are recyclable and easily replaceable if broken, 
providing a more flexible maintenance.



advantagessafe

Locks for the lid even when folded.

Thoroughly tested

Sleeve automaticaly locked 
to the base palet.

Optimal fire assessment.
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